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ON ESTIMATING THE INVERSE COEFFICIENTS
FOR MEROMORPHIC UNIVATEI\T FUNCTIONS

OMITTING A DISC

HEN.IYKA SIEJKA and OLI,I TAMMI

1. Introrluction

In [2] and [3] the class

2u : {HlH(z) : z+ Zi Anz-', lzl > l, lu(z)l - å€(0, 1)}

of meromorphic univalent functions was define{ and considered. This class was

found to have a one-to-one relationship with bounded univalent functions

so that

(1)

Especially
estimated.

§(b) : {flf(z): b(r+ZT o"zo), lzl - 1, lfk)l = 1,b€(0, 1)}

H(z):+, Vl>1.'' 
t(+l

the inverse coefficients, i.e., those of the inverse function I of H, were
Denote the inverse function of w- H(z) by

z - /(w) - u, + Z; Enw-'.

ln l2l a FitzGerald-Launonen inequality was written for L This appeared
to be effective especially for the odd indexes. Thus for odd )r-functions all the
inverse coefficients were maximized. However, for general )6-functions the Fitz-
Gerald-Launonen inequality gave results only for some initial odd inverse coeff-
cients. Moreover, this method needed the maxima of corresponding initial even

inverse coefficients. For estimating the latter the variational method appeared to
be the most useful. Howevet, technical difficulties prevented proceeding beyond

lErlin t3l.
In the present paper the general result for inverse )u-coefficients is derived by

applying the variational method, which appears to work equally well for both odd
and even indexes.
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2. The variation of I

The relation (l) allows us to utilize the variational formulae true for §(å)-
functions. For brevity, adopt directly the notations and results of [a]. Thus (1),
p. 137, yields the varjational formula of ,feS(å) (here the parameters A" are not
to be mixed with the coefficients A" of H). Through (1) the variational formula for/
is transformed into that for H and further for /:

(2) 1*(w) : I(w)+I'(w)K'e*o(e2);

* : zi {n. ffi * a" ffi * n. (q#)' r1#, lEjI
, , frffiJ)' 1(w) I-^'( z(,nr) ) j\OQ1.,4I@)I'

The expansion form of (2) reads

Z; @i - E) v, - n :, ZI {(#) [,r, (, + ra +.r(w,)) w0 + ...)

+ Ä,(I (w 
")-1 

w0 +,.. .)] + z, (- w, w0 * ...) + Z, (-. w - bz i,; L wo+ ...)) + o G'z).

On the right side the coefficient of w appears to be

(3) zip"('.ii;$r)'-r,): o.

This is due to the fact that according to (4), p. 138, in [4]

b* : bl*, zi\, (r4Ar,,J'-r,)J *o(ez).

Hence, for preserving the class Zu,i.e., for keeping b constant in the variation; we
must require that the parameters An are chosen in such a way that (3) holds.

By comparing the coefficients of the above series we obtain the varia-
tional formula for the .8,-coefficients. In order to express this in a useful form we
introduce a suitable coefficient-notation, i.e., for any series

W(t): Z x"t'

we denote the coefficients by the aid of W:

%n : VY(t)l".
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Using this we can write

Etr-8,: e 2!tl"x"+ÄnY,+a"2"+Ä"u)+o(ez), n: 0,1,2, ...)

u - (w"I'(w,)l' l-lgl-]-'-( 4w,; J L l(rJ I '
,[ '- (r) J-,
[1]*:w)'l, I l,,|.'-ffi)_"

zn:,[ffi
UN:r[H

Applying the notation of [4] we write the variational formula as in (5), p. 138:

E* : En*e 2l{,1"u"+Ä"K)+o(e2\;
Hu: Xn*Zn, K" : Y"+ Ur.

(8), p. 140, corresponds to (3) in the abbreviated form

For the extremar ,.]r"1"';",I ",;:jm]o,,",u. the necessary

condition (13), p. 142:
Hr+Rr+X"er-)" : o

<> 
xr+zr+\+a,-lxer- )" :0.

Denote w!:w. Intheexpressions ,[ ] write w:/. Thus,thenecessaryextremal
condition assumes the form

i.e.,

(4) /(w)-t
1-m)-'t(t)-L l-,.'l
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This is the necessary condition for the inverse )o-function /maximizing En=O.
The comparison of coefficients in (4) yields in this case zl€R.

The expansions of the functions in the ,[ ]-expressions can be written by
the aid of

I(t): t+Z; E"t-"' I(t)-L : Zi o"t-' (ar: 1)

as follows (f1w;:4'

,Lt'Å1-1.7171-r:t*(Eo*I)'0+(81+/')t*L*(Ez*azJz+Js)t-'z

+(Er+arlz +2arls + I4)t-s +(84+ a4I2 *(2as* aZ) I8 *3arIa * Iu)t-n + ...,

i-t
J ] : 

-;=UtF 
: i-.. to +i-2 t-t +(uri-z 1l-1;a

+ (arI -2 + 2arl -e a I - a\ rB + (a ni - 2 + (2a, + a!) I -s * 3 arl - a + I - \ t- a * . . .,

r r. -wl'(t)J I : - -ffi 
: w' to + wz t-l + (u,B - Elw) t-2 + (w4 - Erwz - 2Erw) t-t

+(w5 -.Erws -2Erw2 - 3Erw) t-4 + ...,

il1' -ffi: t+bzfi-.'f +1bt6''z-E')t-t

+ (bG fi, - I - Erbz ti - | - 2 E) t - 2 + (ba rO - 4 - E, bt 14 - z - 2 Ezbz fi -L - 3 Er\ t - z

+ (blo fi - 5 - ELb6 fi -3 - 282b4 fi -2 - 3 Esbz fi -L * 4E 4) t- 4 + .. . .

As an example consider the case n:4.

3. The coefficient.Ea

The necessary condition (4) for -En assumes, according to the above develop-
ments, the form (2(R):

(5) ('i#' )' 
(15 + 3d,z I 4 + (2u,* af;) I I * ua r z * ). * Ea* dar -2 y@ffi 1-t

+3d'zl-4 + f \ : wu - Erws -2Erwz -3Esw * )'-4E^-3Erbzv,-r

- 2E rbt vv -z - E rbo w -t a 6ro * - +.

In [] Netanyahu maximizes the E,-coefficient for ) i.e., in the special case

ä:0 by the aid of the variational formula. In agreement with him denote

En: -fiu (v : 0, 1, ...)

and maximize the B,-coefficients. Because

z: I(w): *-Z? fiow-"
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and thus
I -- I

\a = zi o"*-" : ,p 2,n-r*u ,

we see that a, is a polynomial P,(fo, ..., frn-) with only positive coefficients.

For example,
d,z: fio,

us: fii*h,
ua: 2BsB1* P3+ Pr.

This remark appears to be useful when estimating coefficients of the differential

equation.
Rewrite (5) for the extremal H(z)by using the a,- and f,-coefficients. Remember

that En>O so that 0n:-Ee=0.

(6) (#)'"
x(H6 + prls +2fr2V2 +3psa+ )"+4fi4+3Fsb2H-1+2F2b4 H-2 +FLb$H-s +br.oH-')t

: (25 I o a2za * u as* * u aazz * I - fi n+ u nnz-L + A Lsz-B + A n z- 4 + z- 5)r;

ua2:3d2:3§o,

tsn : 2as*aZ: 3fr3+2§r,

uEl: da:2§ofrr*F8*fz.

In [3] all the lower coefficients included are maximized essentially by the radial-
slit mapping 1, which satisfles the condition

(7) I,+ I;1 : w -2(l -b)+bzw-t'
w+bzw-r+2b -2 w1.(w): ---- 2 

-+rXx [ 1 + 4 (b - 1) w -L a (6bz - 8b) w -z a 4b, (b - 1) w -8 + baw - 4llt2 - w + zr (- B,) w -', ;

Bo: 2(l-b), Bt: l-b2,

Bn :'!ro*!n b +yrrbz + ... *ln@-Db-' ;

nt _ (_1p 2 n-v (2n-v-l)l
rtr! - \ '' v! n-v*l [(n -v)!]'z

The numbers B, are thus the maxima of p,. Assume here that the inequalities

lp,l = B, (v :0, 1,2,3)

are true and maximize paby using the necessary condition (6).
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As in [3], use the fact that the extremal image-domain has at least one slit, i.e.,
( )r:0 at the starting point beiv of the slit and )"{4Ba is determined by ( )r>0,
rtr(10,2n1, that is,

),+4fi4: max [- 2Re {b5 etst + Brbt siav a2Brbaei,v +3!rbetvl|
: max [2Re {- b5 ei6v + Erbs eist + 2 Ezbz eizv + 3 Eab eitll

= 2 (b6 + I § tl bs + 2 
| f 2l b2 + 3b I § rl)

= 2 (b6 + bs BL+ 2b2 B2+ 3b Bs)

: 2(l5b -20b2 +6b3).

Equality here holds for ry'-6 and I:f,, which has E,:-Br=0, when properly
rotated. Thus

1+4fi4: 2(15b -20b2 +6bs).

( ), has at least one zero 
"io, 

the pre-image of the endpoint of the slit. Thus

§n- 1 : -slfrnl-(30b -40b2 +l2bs) : -2Re {e'5o.u oa2ei4a *aaseiao 10^ eizo};

5 lpnl = - QOb - 40b2 + t2b\ + 2(1 + I o4al * lulsl * I unnl).

The numbers [un,l are maximized with lp,l:

lonl = 6(l-b),
lrr*l = 14*24b+10b2,

lo*l = t4 - 30b + 20bz - 4bs ;

I
|pr1 = f t- (30b - 40b2 + 26a\ *70 - t20b + 60b2 -gbsl

:'14-30b *2[bz -4b8.
Again, the equality belongs essentially to 1,, because this holds for all the lower

coefficients used in the triangle inequality estimations. - This result is the one
proved in the above manner in [3].

4. The general case

From (4) we obtain for E,: - f n=0 the necessary condition for the extremal.F/:

(8) (#)'"
X (F/o+t + Zi-' vfinH"-'+ X+n§"+ Zf;-rvp,bzn-zu H-n+r +bzn+z H'"-L)t

: (z!+L + Zf,3n"f*r-n + 1- p,+ }iönnz-n-a*o a r-"-r)r.

The numbers uny are polynomials Q"(fr', ..., §,-r) with only positive coefficients.
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Assume that the lower coefficients 80, ,'., §n-t are all maximized by .I. defined

by (7). We proceed in maximizin1 lfr"l by imitating the procedure of Section 3.

Thus, ( ), has at least one zero åei{ which determines L+nP, so that ( )r=0
for {tllO,2rl:

A*nfi,: m{u( [-ZRe 1tr"*t "t<n+t)v 
4 )l'r vp"6-o 

"i("-!)u]]
: max [Zne {- bn+t er(u.+D$ + )i-r vE"b'-'er(o-')'f}]

= 2(b+L + Zl-t ,lf,l b'-')

<_ Z(b,+L+ Zl-t rA,b"-,)

:2 Zi-L c,b;

c": !-1);..' n-v (2n-v-t\t : -ln" (v:1, 2,...,n-t).vY - (v - l)! n-v* I [(z-v)!]'z

Again, equality holds for /:0 and for a rotated 1,; hence

),+nP,: 2 Zi-r C"b'.

( )s:0 at some eie and thus

§ n- ), : - (n * l)lp,l -2 Zi-' C"b'

: lfts {ai("+ 
L)e + Z;rsonei(o+2-")o);

(e) (n+l)l1fr^l = -2 Zi-' c"b +2(r+ Zilu*l)o.

In order to estimate ( )o we return to the general form (4) of the differential

equation. The coefficients ?rtrv are defined by r[ ], i.e., they are those of

-;% 
= \t) + r + 12' I(t)-t + r' \t1*z * ""

We are actually interested in the non-constant term of the /-polynomials (cf. the

expansion of t[ ]). Because the constant term .8, is due to the first term .I(l),
we may confine ourselves to the expansion

F(t): -I(t']:
: I. f * 12. t-L +(arlz * F) t-2 *(atlz +2uzls + f) rg

* (ual' * (2ar* at I8 * 3ut 14 + I5) t-4 + ...

: I. f * I'.t-'+ 2:=r(2f,:zon(n-,+ztlv+/tr+r)r-;.

Because the numbers l)nv ate polynomials of po, ...,f"-z with only positive coeffi-

cients, we obtain their ma"rima Zo, by writin g §*:B* in those polynomials. Actuafly'
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we need only the maximal surl zr:t +Zi-rYn,, which is thus obtained as the
coefficient u" of F(t) with .f:1 and /,(r) deflned by (7) (w:t). Thus we have the
expansion

I,(t) : t - Bo- B.;-' - Brt-' -...

# : I * t..r * utt-z + ust-s *....

un: t+23=rh,.

The multiplication of the r,-expansion by

LQ)-l = r-(1 +Bo)-BLt-r-Bat-e-...
yields the recursion formula:

uz: t*Bo,
us: (l*Bo)uz*Bu

un : (l * Bs)u,a* )i]l B" -ro,- " (q : | ; n : 2, 3, ...).

This gives

(ro),, : zl=å$, @-r%# t : 2i:lon-L+t ,-b.
According to (9) we now obtain

( n+t)lp,l 
= z Zi-'ttn"bn *2 Zi-' "-\+r t*t

- (n+1) Zl-'y*b;
(11) lf"l = 2;*r yn bn : 8,.

Because the lower coefficients §o, .,,, fn-, are all maximized, save the rotation,
by .I,, the same holds in (11) and thus for all z. Hence we have generalized the result
of Netanyahu [1].

Theorem. For the inuerse )6-functions

I(w) = ,- Zi §"w-', lwl = 1,

the cofficient estimation

l§ol e 2(l-b), l|rl = t-b2, l!,l = Zi-t y,b" (n :2,3, ...);

?,,: (- lln 2- o-n . (?n-v-l)t (v : o- -..-n-r)' v! l -F)ii- (v: u, "',n-l)
holds.
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Essentially the only maximizing function is the radial-slit mapptng I, defined by

It+ I;L : w -2(l -b)+bzw-t-
The coeficient B, has a one-pdronetric family of maximizing functions I from

I+I-L - w-c*b'w-L

with c€.I-2(1-b), z(l-b)l as a paroneter (cf. Bl).

This result generalizes the classical theorem of Netanyahu [] showing that
also in the cases other than ä:0 the radial-slit mapping preserves its extremal role

with respect to the inverse coemcients.
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